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Abstract: Automated vehicles need a safe back-up solution in the presence of system
degradations since a driver cannot be expected to take control on short notice. In the event
of a degradation, the vehicle is required to reach a minimal risk condition via a minimal risk
maneuver. The activation of such maneuvers is safety critical, and a correct implementation
of the tactical planner that takes the activation decision is paramount. One way to ensure
correctness is to employ formal methods since they can provide proofs thereof. Earlier, a tactical
planner was formally verified to activate a minimal risk maneuver if and only if a failure occurs.
Formal verification has some drawbacks, so this paper investigates the applicability of using the
tools Supremica and TuLiP to synthesize correct-by-construction tactical planners. These two
tools amend some of the verification’s drawbacks, but also introduce their own.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper builds upon previous work where formal ver-
ification was applied during development of a planner
for an automated vehicle (Krook et al., 2019). Instead
of manual implementation followed by verification, this
paper investigates how the two different formal synthesis
methods Supervisory Control Theory (SCT) and Reactive
Synthesis (RS) (Ramadge and Wonham, 1989; Kupferman
et al., 2000) can be used in an industrial setting to auto-
matically create safe and correct-by-construction software.
These methods are applied to the same problem as in the
earlier work, and are evaluated against each other, and
against the earlier result.

Krook et al. (2019) apply Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
model checking (Baier and Katoen, 2008) in a concurrent
fashion to develop a state machine, unfortunately called
supervisor, that acts as a tactical planner (Michon, 1985)
for an automated vehicle. This planner will be referred
to as the Manual Planner. Its task is to coordinate two
path planners and ascertain that a safe stop trajectory
planner is activated and stops the car in a safe place if
and only if a failure occurs. Krook et al. (2019) model key
aspects of the system’s software modules and abstracted
vehicle dynamics in Promela and model checks it with
Spin (Holzmann, 2003). As the requirements are formally
verified during the development process, faults are avoided
and the final software is correct with respect to the
requirements.

� This work was partially supported by the Wallenberg AI, Au-
tonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP) funded by the
Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

Although formal verification is a versatile tool when de-
signing, developing, or testing software, it has drawbacks.
For instance, when Zita et al. (2017) used the formal
verification tool Supremica to verify a lane change software
module, a fault was detected and an offending trace was
presented in the user interface. Such traces can be difficult
to analyze and understand, and they do not give any
suggestion on how to correct the fault.

Furthermore, formal verification often requires a sepa-
rate model in a different syntax from the implementa-
tion 1 (Baier and Katoen, 2008). This can be problematic
for several reasons. If the formal model is an abstracted
version of the software, then it may be difficult to con-
vert an offending trace back into something meaningful in
terms of the implementation.

Additionally, the formal model and the software both need
to be updated to reflect changes in the other. If they
are not, any correctness proof is invalid. The updating
can be done manually or automatically, where manual
modeling of the software can introduce modeling errors,
while automatic modeling might be difficult to implement.
The development of the Manual Planner suffered from the
latter point (Krook et al., 2019). Although the software
implementation was done in a subset of a high level
language, it was difficult to automate the modeling step,
and the formal modeling was done manually.

By using formal synthesis, the hope is to free the time
spent on implementation and verification of software and
put it to use on development of requirements and models,
and on validation of requirements. The assumption is that
such a shift of effort would make the vehicle safer and the

1 As is the case in both former works presented above.
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development more efficient, as the development effort can
then be focused on building the right and safe product. To
facilitate such a shift, there is a need to understand the
type of problems to which formal synthesis can be applied,
and how subsystems and requirements shall be modeled in
a useful way. This is not trivial; for instance, Krook et al.
(2018) found that automatically fixing the fault found by
Zita et al. (2017) based on the verification model did not
work because of how the problem was modeled.

In this paper we investigate how the SCT tool Suprem-
ica (Malik et al., 2017) and the RS tool TuLiP (Fil-
ippidis et al., 2016) can formally synthesize correct-by-
construction tactical planners. We further investigate how
the process of applying these synthesis methods compare
to the process of formal verification with Spin. In the
end, we are interested in what methods are suitable for
the development of provably safe tactical planners in an
automotive setting. Therefore, we compare the synthesis
results of Supremica and TuLiP (referred to as the Super-
visory Planner and the Reactive Planner, respectively),
both with each other and the Manual Planner, to find
benefits and drawbacks of each method. There are a lot
of formal synthesis tools available and the conclusions
from Supremica and TuLiP cannot be extrapolated to
all of them. However, in addition to specific results, our
comparison indicates some general properties of the SCT
and RS fields.

For instance, it seems like neither Supremica nor TuLiP
can take a model with detailed vehicle dynamics and
synthesize a generic tactical planner that is not dependent
on absolute position. By considering other works on formal
synthesis it seems like this is a general result for the
two fields (Wongpiromsarn et al., 2013; Korssen et al.,
2018; Ramezani et al., 2019). The work by Nilsson et al.
(2016) seems to avoid the issue, but the result depends on
relative coordinates and bounds on maximal values of the
continuous states.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Supervisory Control Theory

Supervisory Control Theory (Ramadge and Wonham,
1989; Cassandras and Lafortune, 2010) is a model-based
approach for control of Discrete Event System (DES). A
DES is a dynamic system that can be characterized by a
set of states whose transitions are triggered by occurrences
of events. Given a DES to be controlled, the plant G, and
a specification K describing the desired behavior, a control
entity, called supervisor S, can be automatically synthe-
sized to dynamically restrict the behavior of the plant,
such that the closed-loop system satisfies the specification.

The supervisor and the plant form an asymmetric closed-
loop system where the supervisor restricts the event gen-
eration of the plant. As the plant generates events enabled
by the supervisor, the supervisor observes the generated
sequences of events and determines, at each state, which
of the currently possible events should be enabled. Some
of the events cannot be disabled by the supervisor. These
events are uncontrollable. The supervisor is required to
be controllable, i.e. it must never try to disable an un-
controllable event. By disabling controllable events, the

supervisor can confine the plant to a subset of its possible
states so that the closed-loop system only visits states that
are considered “good” by the specification. At the same
time, the supervisor guarantees that from any closed-loop
state, the system can always continue to a desired marked
state, it is non-blocking. Finally, the supervisor minimizes
the behavior that is removed, it is maximally permissive.

Basically, supervisor synthesis is an iterative removal of
states and/or transitions of an initially calculated super-
visor “candidate”. Practically, this candidate is calculated
from G||K where || denotes the full synchronous compo-
sition operator (Cassandras and Lafortune, 2010). The
iterative algorithm removes from G||K the states that
break the controllability and/or the non-blocking prop-
erties. Iteration is necessary since enforcing one property
may break the other. The iteration will eventually reach
a fix-point, and what then is obtained is the maximally
permissive supervisor. In Supremica, one way to model
this supervisor candidate is to use an Extended Finite
Automaton (EFA).

EFAs are automata extended with bounded discrete vari-
ables, and updates defining logical conditions over those
variables. Let V = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉 be an ordered set
of variables, with each variable vi associated to a finite
discrete domain, dom(vi) = {v̂i1, v̂i2, . . . , v̂ij}, having an
initial value v̂i

◦ ∈ dom(vi), and a set of marked values
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mk} ⊆ dom(vi). Define the do-

main of V as dom(V ) = dom(v1)×dom(v2)×· · ·×dom(vn).
Definition 1. An Extended Finite Automaton (EFA) is an
8-tuple:

E = 〈L, V,Σ,→, Li, Lm, V̂ ◦, V̂ m〉
where L is a finite set of locations; V is as above. Σ denotes
a finite set of events; Li ⊆ L and Lm ⊆ L denote the
set of initial locations and marked locations, respectively;
V̂ ◦ = {v̂◦i : i = 1, . . . , n} is the set of initial values;
V̂ m = {V̂ m

i : i = 1, . . . , n} is the set of marked values;
→ ⊆ L×Σ×Π×L is the extended transition relation where
Π denotes the set of updates, which are formulas consisting
of variables, integer constants, Boolean literals, as well
as propositional logic and discrete arithmetic connectives.
A state of an EFA is a tuple (�, V̂ ) where � ∈ L and
V̂ ∈ dom(V ). Hence, the initial states are defined as
Qi = Li × V̂ ◦ and the marked states as Qm = Lm × V̂ m.

A transition between locations �, �′ with event σ ∈ Σ and
update p ∈ Π is written as �

σ:p→ �′. The transition can be
fired if E is at location � and the update p evaluates to true;
consequently, E changes its location to �′ while updating
the variables in p; variables not in p remain unchanged.

For SCT, the alphabet Σ of an EFA is partitioned into the
disjoint sets of the controllable, Σc, and uncontrollable,
Σu, event sets; Σ = Σc ∪ Σu. An uncontrollable event
eu ∈ Σu is prefixed by ! as a convention.

2.2 Reactive Synthesis

The Reactive Synthesis problem is to automatically syn-
thesize a controller, referred to as a reactive module, that
satisfies the desired guarantees φs, under the assumptions
of the environment φe. In other words, the reactive module
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development more efficient, as the development effort can
then be focused on building the right and safe product. To
facilitate such a shift, there is a need to understand the
type of problems to which formal synthesis can be applied,
and how subsystems and requirements shall be modeled in
a useful way. This is not trivial; for instance, Krook et al.
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Zita et al. (2017) based on the verification model did not
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from Supremica and TuLiP cannot be extrapolated to
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and RS fields.
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two fields (Wongpiromsarn et al., 2013; Korssen et al.,
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2. PRELIMINARIES
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disjoint sets of the controllable, Σc, and uncontrollable,
Σu, event sets; Σ = Σc ∪ Σu. An uncontrollable event
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2.2 Reactive Synthesis

The Reactive Synthesis problem is to automatically syn-
thesize a controller, referred to as a reactive module, that
satisfies the desired guarantees φs, under the assumptions
of the environment φe. In other words, the reactive module

satisfies the formula φe → φs (Bloem et al., 2014). One
way to model the RS problem is to consider the reactive
module and the environment as adversaries that play a
finite-state game and take turns to provide input to each
other (Wongpiromsarn et al., 2011). Then, an iterative
process can be adopted to find a fix-point of a subset of
states and transitions that solves the RS problem. The
states, transitions, inputs and outputs can be modeled by
a Kripke structure.
Definition 2. A Kripke Structure is a tuple

M = 〈S, I, R,AP,LAP 〉,
where S is a set of states; I ⊆ S is a set of initial states;
R ⊆ S × S is a transition relation; AP is a set of atomic
propositions; and LAP : S → 2AP is a labeling function
that defines the atomic propositions that are true in each
state. AP is divided into two disjoint subsets APe and APs,
representing the propositions of the environment and the
reactive module, respectively.

The atomic propositions in APe are seen as the inputs
to the reactive module, while APs are its outputs. The
atomic propositions in AP can be composed of relational
operators on functions of discrete finite domain variables
as they can be considered either true or false, given a
certain valuation in a certain state.

In TuLiP, the environment and the requirements on the
reactive module are modeled with LTL. LTL formulas can
be evaluated over infinite runs on a Kripke structure. In
addition to standard propositional logic operators, LTL
includes temporal operators (Pnueli, 1977). The temporal
operators ′ (next), � (always), and � (eventually) are used
in this paper. A run π of a Kripke structure M is an
infinite sequence of states {π0, π1, . . . }, where π0 ∈ I and
(πi, πi+1) ∈ R. Let π[i] represent the infinite run starting
from state πi. Let θ be an LTL formula, and ψ be an atomic
proposition. The satisfiability of an LTL formula τ by π is
given inductively:

• π � τ iff π[0] � τ
• π[i] � ψ iff ψ ∈ LAP (πi)
• π[i] � ¬τ iff π[i] � τ
• π[i] � τ ∨ θ iff π[i] � τ or π[i] � θ
• π[i] � τ ′ iff π[i+ 1] � τ
• π[i] � �τ iff π[k] � τ for all k ≥ i
• π[i] � �τ iff π[k] � τ for some k ≥ i

The Kripke Structure M satisfies a formula τ if every
possible run π satisfies the formula.

Given an LTL formula ϕ modeling the environment and
the requirements, TuLiP synthesizes a reactive module
such that it satisfies ϕ, if such reactive module exists. In
RS, such an LTL formula is called the specification, and
the subformulas modeling the environment and require-
ments are called environment and system specifications,
respectively. This paper uses system in a wider sense, and
to be consistent, the formalization of the requirements will
be referred to as the specification 2 . The LTL formula ϕ
has to be in GR(1) form (Piterman et al., 2006):

2 See the work by Ramezani et al. (2019) for the overlapping
nomenclature of SCT and RS.
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Fig. 1. A map showing a principal transport mission.
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where ψe
init and ψs

init contain all the initial conditions of the
environment and the reactive module, respectively. Ψe

safe
and Ψe

live are the sets of safety and liveness assumptions
on the environment. Ψs

safe and Ψs
live are the sets of safety

and liveness guarantees of the synthesized planner. Note
that TuLiP interprets the implication in (1) as a strict
realizability implication (Klein and Pnueli, 2011).

3. SCENARIO

The KTH Research Concept Vehicle (RCV) is used as a
target platform for the synthesized tactical planners. The
RCV is a custom-built, fully electric and drive-by-wire con-
cept vehicle, hosted by the Integrated Transport Research
Lab at KTH, for validating and demonstrating research
results (Kokogias et al., 2017). This section describes a use
case that the RCV shall solve, and the system components
that are available to do so.

3.1 Transport mission

The scenario considered is a transport mission where the
RCV is initially parked in a parking spot in parking lot A,
and receives a mission goal where it needs to drive to and
park in a goal parking spot in parking lot B (Fig. 1). To do
this, it first has to plan a path connecting the two parking
lots via the road network. This path is called the structured
path (SP). The start and end points of the SP are called
transition point 1 and 2 (Tp1 and Tp2), respectively. Then
the RCV needs to generate a path from a point in A to
Tp1, called unstructured path 1 (UP1). When the RCV
arrives at parking lot B it needs to construct a path from
Tp2 on the road to the goal parking spot in B, called
unstructured path 2 (UP2). The purpose of this paper is
to synthesize and evaluate two different tactical planners
that coordinate these tasks. One, called the Supervisory
Planner, based on an SCT supervisor, and another, called
the Reactive Planner, based on an RS reactive module.
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3.2 Safe stop

The task of the tactical planner is to complete the trans-
port mission safely. One purpose for having them is also
to relieve the driver of driving tasks. However, a driver
who is not participating in the driving tasks (or might
not even be physically present) cannot reliably take over
control of the vehicle in case of safety critical software
system failures (Rudin-Brown and Parker, 2004; Merat
et al., 2014). Therefore, the RCV needs a safe backup
solution when such a system degradation occurs. One such
backup solution is a minimal risk maneuver. When a safety
critical system becomes degraded, the task of a minimal
risk maneuver is to swiftly bring the automated vehicle to a
minimal risk condition, which is supposed to be a safe state
where the risk of harm or damage is minimal (European
Commission, 2019). For instance, if an automated vehicle
no longer ‘knows’ where it is on an otherwise empty low-
speed road because of a GPS system failure, then it needs
to stop, or it may drive off the road. In that scenario, being
stopped on the road would be the minimal risk condition,
and braking would be a minimal risk maneuver.

3.3 Architecture

Available to the tactical planner to complete the transport
mission safely are the subsystems shown in the system
architecture of Fig. 2. The figure shows how different sub-
systems are connected and in which way information flows.
The different subsystems provide the following services:

• Localization: The localization subsystem uses a GPS
sensor to position the RCV in a global map. It is
also responsible for sending the goal position to the
tactical planner. If the GPS sensor experiences a failure
the localization subsystem cannot perform these tasks
anymore and indicates this to the tactical planner.

• Structure Area Path Planner (SPP) and Unstruc-
tured Area Path Planner (UPP): These two path
planners make plans in the road network (structured
area) and in parking lots (unstructured areas), respec-
tively. The tactical planner sends a start and goal lo-
cation, and the path planner responds with a path con-
necting the locations, or a failure message. The SPP also
provides the transition points (Tp1 and Tp2) between
parking lots and the road network. The SPP and UPP
are implemented based on the works by Bender et al.
(2014) and Kutzer (2016), respectively.

• Trajectory Planner (TP): The trajectory planner
receives a path from the tactical planner and generates
trajectories of speeds and yaw angles by considering the
vehicle dynamics and physical limits of the RCV (Koko-
gias et al., 2017). The trajectory planner also plans a
stop at the end of the current path.

• Safe Stop Trajectory Planner (SSTP): The safe
stop trajectory planner has a set of safe stop trajectories
(SST) that are candidate minimal risk maneuvers that
bring the RCV to a stop once they are activated. The set
of trajectories is evaluated against the current position
in the map, and the trajectory that is considered best is
selected as the minimal risk maneuver (Svensson et al.,
2018). The number of feasible trajectories is always
communicated to the tactical planner.

Fig. 2. The RCV architecture.

• Controller: The controller receives commands from
three sources: TP, SSTP, and the tactical planner. The
nominal operation is to execute the trajectories from
TP, but depending on the mode sent by the tactical
planner the controller either executes the minimal risk
maneuver, or applies the brakes as hard as possible,
referred to as Automatic Emergency Braking (AEB).

3.4 Requirements

The requirements that a tactical planner for the RCV must
fulfill are based on the above subsections and the original
requirements from Krook et al. (2019). There are mainly
four requirements, presented here in natural language. The
details of these requirements are discussed in Section 4.2
when they are formalized.

(i) The RCV shall reach the goal or a minimal risk
condition, or emergency stop with AEB.

(ii) The RCV shall always eventually stop.
(iii) An SST is only allowed to be activated if failures are

detected.
(iv) AEB is only allowed to be activated if no SST is

available since the aggressive deceleration and stop
position that results from AEB is considered less safe
than the effects of a minimal risk maneuver.

Krook et al. (2019) proposed 7 requirements and also
checked that the goal could be reached with the pro-
posed planner. These 8 properties were called mission-
Complete, stopInTheEnd, allPathsKnown, driveOnlyOn-
Paths, safeStop, unsafeStop, failure, and failToReachGoal.
Four of these are omitted: driveOnlyOnPaths refers to
current position, which is abstracted away; the allPaths-
Known requirement is replaced with requirements that
specify that paths must be known before being activated;
failure is removed because the sensor might fail very close
to the goal, and then it is unnecessary to require activation
of the safety systems; finally, the check failToReachGoal
follows from the remaining four requirements.

4. RESULTS

This section presents the results of the modeling and syn-
theses, limited to the last path, UP2. The complete models
cannot fit in this paper and are therefore supplementary
material (Krook, 2020).

To the largest extent possible, the locations and automata
in Supremica and the variables and values in TuLiP have
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Fig. 3. The plant active_path.

been given the same names. For instance, the Supremica
plant called active_path (Fig. 3) has the four locations
“none”, “up2”, “sst”, and “aeb”, while the TuLiP variable
active_path has the domain “none”, “up2”, “sst”, and
“aeb”. Supremica allows updates on transitions to refer
to automata and location names as if they were variables
and domains (Definition 1), so the update active_path �=
“none” in Fig. 4 means that the transition can only be
taken if the automaton active_path in Fig. 3 is not in
location “none”.

The variables that are used in TuLiP are ‘owned’ by
the environment or the Reactive Planner. The owner-
ship is important and similar in effect to controllabil-
ity in Supremica. The variables goal, safe_stopped,
emergency_stopped, sensor_failure, driving, and
upp_2_response are part of the environment model and
are all initially false, except for upp_2_response which is
“none”. active_path and up_2_available are owned by
the Reactive Planner, and they are initially “none” and
false, respectively.

4.1 Vehicle, trajectory planner, and controller

When the Manual Planner was formally verified with Spin
it was verified against a simple model of the RCV dynamics
and the controller; a simple discrete point mass model in
one dimension along the length of the paths (of arbitrary
length), where braking distances for different speeds were
pre-calculated. The trajectory planner passed the paths
through from the tactical planner to the controller. As long
as the controller had a path available and the RCV had not
reached the end of the path, it was forced to travel forward
such that it could stop before the end of the current path.
Otherwise the controller would block all progress.

The Manual Planner can be implemented to operate on
paths of arbitrary lengths, and then be verified against
a path of arbitrary, but constant, length. Although that
method does not give a proof for all different path lengths,
it can be argued by induction that the result is general.

The synthesis methods evaluated in this paper have trou-
ble to do the same. If a specific path length is chosen,
then the Supervisory Planner and Reactive Planner have
a dependence on specific positions along the path. Since
the transport mission, and the paths needed to complete
it, are not known a priori, this fixed-length path approach
is not reasonable. Paths with variable lengths would solve
that problem, but if the length of the paths are allowed
to vary, the state space explodes, making the synthesis
intractable.

The approach for the syntheses is to use a higher abstrac-
tion level for the RCV dynamics and controller. Instead
of using a model of the dynamics and the controller,

stopped

driving

!starting:
active_path �= “none”
∧ goal �= “AtGoal”

!stopping

Fig. 4. Plant state describing when the RCV may drive.

NotGoal AtGoal

!goal_reached:
state = “driving”

∧ active_path = “up2”

Fig. 5. Plant goal describing how the goal is reached.

a sort of assume-guarantee contract is provided to the
syntheses. This contract is similar in SCT and RS, but
have key differences because of the different semantics.
Basically, both contracts state that the RCV only moves
after the controller has received a path, and that the end
of the path is only reached if the RCV is moving. There
is also no possibility that the controller drives past the
end point. However, when a path is supplied, the contract
states in SCT that the RCV might, and in RS that the
RCV eventually does, reach the end of the path. The
plants for Supremica are shown in figures 4 and 5. The
environment model for TuLiP is the following (where the
set memberships at the end of the formulas indicate which
part of the model in (1) they belong to):

driving′ → (active_path �= “none”) ∈ Ψe
safe (2)

goal → ¬driving ∈ Ψe
safe (3)

(¬(driving ∧ active_path = “up2”) ∧ ¬goal)
→ ¬goal′ ∈ Ψe

safe
(4)

(active_path = “up2” ∧ ¬sensor_failure)
→ goal ∈ Ψe

live
(5)

Another part of the assume-guarantee contracts is the
effect of the sensor failure. If the global localization fails,
the controller cannot guarantee that the end of the path
is reached. For SCT it is part of the semantics that the
uncontrollable event !goal_reached in the plant goal in
Fig. 5 might not fire, so the effect of the sensor failure is
implicitly included. For RS on the other hand it must be
explicitly stated in (5) that goal is only guaranteed to be
reached if the sensor has not encountered any failures.

4.2 Requirements

The four requirements from Section 3.4 all have simple for-
malizations. Figures 6 and 7 show the SCT-specifications
for reaching one of the end points, and that activating the
safe stop in absence of failures is forbidden, respectively.
The specification for activating AEB is analogous to Fig. 7.
The marking in Fig. 4 specifies that the RCV shall stop.
These specifications closely resemble the original require-
ments used in the verification, but since the semantics
differ they do not mean exactly the same. For instance,
the marking in the plant state expresses that a supervisor
may not restrict the RCV from stopping, while the original
requirement expresses that the RCV must be stopped
infinitely often.

The requirements for RS are in principle the same as
for the Manual Planner, but GR(1) does not support
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Safe stopped

Goal

Emergency stopped

!goal_reached

!emergency_stopping

!safe_stopping

Fig. 6. Specification stating that the goal, safe stop, or
emergency stop shall be reached.

!safe_stopping:
sensor_failure = “NoFailure”

!safe_stopping:
sensor_failure �= “NoFailure”

Fig. 7. Specification safe_stop_req stating that activa-
tion of the safe stop in absence of errors leads to a
blocking state.

activate_path_up2:
upp2 �= “Up2Available”

activate_path_up2:
upp2 = “Up2Available”

Fig. 8. Specification request_path stating that activation
of UP2 when it is unavailable leads to a blocking state.

�� so the formalization of requirement (i) must dif-
fer from missionComplete, ��goal∨��safe_stopped∨
��emergency_stopped. For instance, once safe_stopped
is reached the RCV shall not leave it, and that can
be enforced by the two formulas safe_stopped →
¬driving ∈ Ψe

safe and (¬driving ∧ safe_stopped) →
safe_stopped′ ∈ Ψe

safe; once the RCV has safely stopped
it cannot be moving, and if it is not moving it cannot leave
the safe stop. emergency_stopped can be made terminal
analogously. Requirements (i)-(iv) thus become:

goal ∨ safe_stopped ∨ emergency_stopped ∈ Ψs
live (6)

¬driving ∈ Ψs
live (7)

safe_stopped →
(sensor_failure ∨ up_2_failed) ∈ Ψs

safe
(8)

emergency_stopped →
(sensor_failure ∨ up_2_failed) ∈ Ψs

safe
(9)

Some extra requirements are needed that describe how the
planner interacts with the environment. For instance, a
path must be acquired before it can be activated. Fig. 8
shows how this is specified in SCT, and in RS it becomes:

upp_2_response = “success” →
up_2_available′ ∈ Ψs

safe
(10)

upp_2_response �= “success” →
up_2_available′ ↔ up_2_available ∈ Ψs

safe
(11)

active_path = “up2” → up_2_available ∈ Ψs
safe (12)

!sensor_failed
activate_path_sst

upp_2_request

Fig. 9. A choice between two controllable events.

activate_path_sst
!safe_stopping

upp_2_request

Fig. 10. A choice between firing a controllable event or not.

4.3 Synthesis Result

The synthesized planners are too big to display. The
Supervisory Planner has 116 states which are difficult to
inspect. The Reactive Planner has 73 states with some
clear clusters. For instance, one cluster contains states
where the creation of UP2 failed. Both synthesis methods
require less than a second to synthesize the planners.

Visual inspection of these synthesized planners shows that
they are similar, but still difficult to compare. The Su-
pervisory Planner has many more allowed behaviors and
only change one ‘variable’ between states. The Supervisory
Planner allows all behaviors that the Reactive Planner
allows, but not vice versa. For instance, the Reactive
Planner only sets the path to “none” when one of “goal”,
“safe stop”, or “emergency stop” is reached, but the Super-
visory Planner allows the path to be “none” whenever the
RCV is stopped. This complicates comparisons of the two
planners, but does also have implications for applications.
If the problem is best solved with a tactical planner that
decides which action to take, then the Supervisory Planner
requires more specifications to limit options.

The semantics and maximal permissiveness of SCT fur-
thermore makes the Supervisory Planner difficult to imple-
ment as a planner; the Supervisory Planner protects from
bad states, but gives no indication which controllable event
that brings the RCV to a marked state. An event generator
is needed that chooses what to do, but the implementation
of such generator is not always clear. For instance, it
is obvious that after a sensor failure the SST shall be
activated (Fig. 9), but it is more difficult to select the
correct action when the choice is to fire a controllable event
or wait for an uncontrollable event (Fig. 10). Obviously,
after the SST is activated there is no point in requesting
UP2, but it is unclear how a generic event generator would
come to that conclusion.

The Reactive Planner does not require an event generator.
It is guaranteed to bring the system to a desired state,
which makes it easy to implement. However, when there
is a choice between two actions, TuLiP has to choose one,
and the effects of that can be deceptive. For instance, the
Reactive Planner fulfills requirement (iv) in that the AEB
is only activated if no SST is available. However, in fact,
this is not specified, as is evident from (9) and the following
liveness assumption:

active_path = “aeb” →
emergency_stopped ∈ Ψe

live. (13)
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that brings the RCV to a marked state. An event generator
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UP2, but it is unclear how a generic event generator would
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The Reactive Planner does not require an event generator.
It is guaranteed to bring the system to a desired state,
which makes it easy to implement. However, when there
is a choice between two actions, TuLiP has to choose one,
and the effects of that can be deceptive. For instance, the
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!sensor_failed
!goal_reached

activate_path_aeb

activate_path_sst

Fig. 11. The maximal permissiveness allows both SST and
AEB after a sensor failure.

Formulas (9) and (13) allow AEB activation when an SST
is available. Requirement (iv) is formalized the same way in
Supremica, but looking at the fragment of the Supervisory
Planner in Fig. 11 it is evident that it is not formalized
correctly. So, if it is feasible to inspect the synthesis result,
then it is possible to see this problem in the Supervisory
Planner but not always in the Reactive Planner.

Additionally, inspection of the results is important because
it can be difficult to understand exactly what is being
specified. For instance, during the formalization of the
requirements it was discovered that the Reactive Planner
stopped the RCV by setting the path to “none”. This is
not how he RCV works; it has a stopping distance when
driving. This was solved by the specification:
(active_path = “up2” ∧ driving′) →

active_path′ �= “none” ∈ Ψs
safe.

However, in large models and with subtle corner cases, it
might be difficult to find such instances without extensive
inspection or testing, which defeats one goal of using
formal methods, which is as a mean to overcome the
hurdles of inspection and testing.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an existing manually implemented and for-
mally verified tactical planner for an automated vehicle
is re-implemented using Supervisory Control Theory and
Reactive Synthesis. Specifically, Supremica is used for the
synthesis of an SCT Supervisory Planner, and TuLiP is
used for the synthesis of an RS Reactive Planner. This
paper investigates how these two tools can be used to syn-
thesize tactical planners fulfilling the same requirements,
and what adaptations of the model and requirements that
are required to achieve that.

Since models and requirements were available from before,
it was hypothesized that the synthesis effort would be
low. However, this hypothesis assumes that the models
and requirements can be used without much rework. This
is not generally the case, since formal verification does
not need a strict separation between the environment
and the planner, while synthesis, especially in the case
of TuLiP, needs separation to make sense. Also, during
verification, the requirements are only used to verify some
selected properties, and they are not necessarily complete;
some requirements are implicitly defined in the tactical
planner’s implementation. So, although the requirements
and model are available, it can be difficult to separate the
environment model from the tactical planner model and
to extract implicit requirements from the model of the
tactical planner. This lack of separation slows the process.

Furthermore, the verification model was modeled in
Promela, an imperative modeling language, whereas Suprem-
ica uses automata and TuLiP uses LTL. The Promela

model must be translated to automata and LTL before
synthesis, and this translation slowed the process. In
the case of Supremica the event-based automata further
complicate the modeling since ‘variable’ values must be
translated to events. Possibly, the approach developed by
Filippidis et al. (2015) might be faster when the initial
model is written in Promela and LTL is used in synthesis.

The synthesis process makes it fast and easy to introduce
new requirements, but it is under the proviso that the re-
quirements are consistent. However, in practice, it may be
very difficult to determine why a newly introduced require-
ment makes the system inconsistent, especially when de-
signing large and complicated systems. Here the available
synthesis tools provide no direct support and only present
an empty result when the requirements are inconsistent.
Supremica has the advantage of being able to simulate the
uncontrolled system; such simulations can give clues as
to where the issue lies. To us it is unknown whether this
would be an approach that could be feasible to implement
in an RS tool.

One benefit of employing synthesis is that a forced separa-
tion of the environment model and the requirements makes
it very clear which assumptions that have been made and
what is guaranteed, a distinction that can be difficult
to discern in formal verification, and almost impossible
in source code. Knowledge of the exact assumptions is
important since they define the safe operational domain in
which the tactical planner can operate. Especially TuLiP
is good for this since the separation is forced into assume-
guarantee statements, but Supremica also provides good
separation into controllable and uncontrollable events.

One significant difference between the syntheses results
and the verification is the model of the controller and
the vehicle dynamics. The Manual Planner has a con-
nection to a discrete point-mass model of the RCV, but
the Supervisory Planner and the Reactive Planner only
observe stopped/driving and ‘know’ that supplying a path
eventually leads to the goal. In this application the higher-
level abstraction is acceptable, but if requirements of the
type ‘do not crash’ are desired, the abstraction pushes
a lot of responsibility on correctness onto the controller.
The compromise between general planners and specific
requirements can be seen elsewhere. Synthesis with a close
connection to continuous dynamics might require states
for every driving location as shown in the works by Wong-
piromsarn et al. (2013), while more generic supervisors
might lack a direct connection to the continuous dynamics
as shown in the works by Korssen et al. (2018). Nilsson
et al. (2016) present two methods that are both generic
and concrete, but the feasibility of the solutions depends
on a maximal sensor range, and such constraints are not
applicable for the synthesis in this paper.
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